Announced 07.31.20
Orders Due: 08.28.20
ETA: July 2021

HO 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper

**MODEL FEATURES:**
- Separately applied brake gear including brake wheel, brake wheel housing, chain, brake lever, air reservoir, brake cylinder and triple valve
- 100-ton trucks with 36” solid machined nickel silver wheels with RP25 contours operate on all popular brands of track
- Factory applied roof walk, roof hatch, end details, ladders and wire grab irons
- Two outlet grate variations
- Accurately painted and printed on a highly detailed, injection molded body
- Window packaging for easy viewing
- Minimum radius: 18”

**PRIMED FOR GRIME MODELS FEATURE:**
- Duplicated look and feel of “In Service” equipment; “Tattered and Torn” just like the real thing
- Patches applied and shaped per road number matching each corresponding side to the prototype
- Faded base colors matched to the prototype
- Perfect starting point for adding grime and rust

**All Road Names**

**Burlington Northern**
- ATH81555 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, BN #461309
- ATH81556 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, BN #461476
- ATH81557 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, BN (3-Pack)
- ATH81558 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, BN (3-Pack)

**Chicago & North Western**
- ATH81559 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, CNW #178621
- ATH81560 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, CNW #178777
- ATH81561 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, CNW (3-Pack)

**Klemme Coop Grain**
- ATH81562 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, RRRX #182917
- ATH81563 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, RRRX #182919
- ATH81564 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, RRRX #182922

**Union Pacific (DRGW)**
- ATH81565 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, DRGW #15612
- ATH81566 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, DRGW #15616
- ATH81567 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, DRGW #15630

**BNSF Railway**
- ATH81568 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, BNSF #430055
- ATH81569 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, BNSF #430169
- ATH81570 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, BNSF #430336

**Western Pacific**
- ATH81574 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, WP #12065
- ATH81575 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, WP #12081
- ATH81576 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, WP #12099

**BNSF Buffer Service**
- ATH81571 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, BNSF #808434
- ATH81572 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, BNSF #808457
- ATH81573 HO RTR 54’ FMC 4700 3-Bay Covered Hopper, BNSF #808650

Goes great with MET tank cars, also announced this month!

**SRP - Individual**
- $46.98

**SRP - Multi-Pack**
- $134.98

* Union Pacific Licensed Product

#Ready2Rust